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to feature our inaugural, 2015/16 Mad Yeti Design Lookbook. 
Mad Yeti Design is an alpine and snow sport inspired apparel 
company with unique, artistically designed graphics that embody 
the interest and attitudes of mountain sport lifestyle.

Wearing Mad Yeti is not just a symbol or a lifestyle image. 
It is the personification of extreme alpine adventure.

Whether you’re a carvaholic who likes cruising the corduroy 
highway, or a powder hound, tracking thigh deep gnar for face 
shots in the rhubarb. Your adventure is just that…….yours!
So go ahead ...……”Stoke Your Adventure!”

Landon West - MAD Founder \nnn/

WE ARE VERY EXCITED



ADVENTURE
STOKEYOUR



Most of our knowledge of the Yeti remains couched 
in legend and speculation. While the Yeti remains in 
the remote rooftop of our imaginations, this large, 
shaggy, elusive and solitary soul wanders 
the rooftop of the world. 



represents the 
quest to find the 
irretrievable.

SOME 
SAY THE 
YETI





some may even 
lead the chase, 
on pursuit of the 
ceiling of their 

own capabilities





we all 
aspire to 

varying 
degrees of 
adventure



Your adventure is 
just that.....

YOURS!



ADVENTURE™
STOKE YOUR



“Do not go where 
the path may lead, 
go instead where 
there is no path 
and leave a trail.” 
— Ralph Waldo Emerson



MAD YETI DESIGN IS 
THE EMBODIMENT 
OF THAT CURIOSITY. 
THAT INNER FIRE 
IN ALL OF US THAT 
DESIRES TO BE 
STOKED. 



“Life shrinks 
or expands in 
proportion to 
one’s courage.” 
— Anais Nin



The mountain experience holds 
different meaning for all who 
challenge it. The physical and 
mental commitment required 
to overcome these perilous yet 
majestic landforms is symbolic 
of the day to day challenges we 
encounter in our lives.



Wander the 
rooftop of your 

imagination



First of all, thank you to my family for your support and 
understanding over the past year while I worked to transition 
Mad Yeti Design from concept to reality. Thank you to Kasia 
Dunn of www.kasiadunnphotography.com for her amazing 
interpretation and artistry behind the lens. Thank you so 
very much to Emma, Rochelle, Rosanne, Becca, Bobby, 
Nadine, Kat, Maynard, Chris, Grant and Mark for your selfless 
contributions modeling for Mad Yeti Design. I’d also like 
to include one final thank you to William McCord of 
www.cargocollective.com/william-mccord for his layout 
and design skills that helped design this book. 

Credits          thank you’s&



There is something peacefully humbling about the mountain experience. The way all 

sense of burden is washed away and you must surrender yourself to the elements. A sort 

of tunnel vision develops, honing your focus, beckoning you to bleed excitement and 

skill from every pore on your cold, sore broken canvas. Me.......I just can't get enough! 

Landon - Mad Founder \nnn/

email info@madyeti.ca  •   www.madyeti.ca


